Charity 2020

Inevitably, this year’s Charity campaign will need to be very different from previously. However, we are determined that we will maintain both the spirit and the support to worthy causes that makes Christmas at County special.

Non-uniform day

Next Friday will be a non-uniform day to launch the 2020 campaign. Tutor group representatives will collect the minimum contribution of £1 during next week. Students are reminded that they should dress appropriately for school with no bare shoulders or midriffs and that it is a normal working day. Students who have PE next Friday can also wear non-uniform but need to have trainers for their PE lesson.

All sixth formers are invited to donate £2 to wear fancy dress in support of Charity 2020.

Remote learning

- A reminder that students who are self-isolating should access their work through the Google Classroom. This will contain a mixture of uploaded face-to-face teaching sessions, lesson materials and tasks to be completed.
- Students should find that the work set is equivalent to that in school. When students would have practical PE lessons, they are encouraged to undertake some physical exercise.
- Our Remote Learning Policy is available on our website. The link to Online Resources is still available.
- Mr Price our network manager is available on iprice@burvedu.org for any queries or if you need any equipment to support your child’s remote learning.

Students who are absent through illness can also use the Google Classroom to help them catch up when they are feeling better.

Language Perfect Championships - November 4th - 11th

This is the chance for all students to improve the languages they are already learning or start learning a new one while competing on line for global recognition of your efforts. They will be able to access the material from their own device at any time during the week (for up to 8 hours in any one 12 hour period!) and they will be amazed at how quickly they can build up a big score - there will be certificates for almost everyone who enters and there are big prizes to be won.

To enter just email Mrs Browning on mgbrowning@burvedu.org

Next week’s menu

The menu can be found here menu 191020. After half term, we hope to remove the need to pre-order. All students will be given the code linked to their Parentmail account and will simply need to give that at the till. This will enable us to serve a greater variety of food.

The breaktime service will continue every day for all year groups and sixth formers will be able to access the coffee shop service all day as usual.

Half Term

Students finish for half term on Friday 23rd October (next Friday), returning on Monday 2nd November. There will be an edition of ‘The County Courier’ next Friday. The October edition of ‘The Accolade’ will also be sent home by Parentmail and placed on our website that day.
Have you signed up yet?